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‘Thirty More Chic Days’ is approximately living your dream life in whichever chic flavour you find most
delicious. we have been living it right now! It’s about most of us taking advantage of our years, because
life isn't a practice-run; It is about following what you love whatever the opinions of these around you.
Through her well-known blog ‘How to end up being Chic’, author Fiona Ferris provides a large number of
women from around the world with inspiring suggestions on living a straightforward, beautiful and
successful lifestyle. A lovely, unique, precious, timeless, custom-designed life style that fits you properly.
A life where you are feeling like… yourself. Inside you will find thirty chapters (or 'days') with thoughtful
ways of creating a fantastic haute couture approach to life.
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30 more times to assist you design your own individual dream "chic life"! Want to include a sparkle to
your day? Tune in to Fiona Ferris's new reserve and turbocharge your inner Parisian chic-ster (and
upgrade your lifestyle experience.) Ferris uses soft humor and surprising ingenuity to inspire us in creating
our own 5-star life. It really is something that is not vitally important, but Fiona asked for honest reviews!.
I give this book FIVE STARS as well! I first read everything the way through during the period of several
times (and immediately implemented some ideas.) Now I've just opened it once again with the plan of
reading one chapter on a Friday afternoon and then checking out the chapter's idea over the weekend.
The wonder of Ferris's composing and creativity is that every chapter's idea could be implemented in
several different ways depending on one's feeling and stage of life. After reading her books, I feel like I've
simply had an excellent conversation - and therapy session! I recommend this book - actually, every
reserve - that Fiona has written. She never fails to inspire! BUY. If I had to say anything on the slightly
negative side it would be that there were a few words which were out of place/lacking in sentences
during the editing. Her ideas are innovative and positive. They do not take away from her message,
nevertheless. I simply adore her books, and also have come to learn her in an individual sense for the
reason that she shares many personality traits that I likewise have. Fiona has done it again! Fiona includes
a gift for coming up with practical solutions to problems and great tips. I really didn't think We needed
another French Chic publication but I loved Fiona's latest. THIS.thanks, Fiona! Engaging book!. It's so
cheering, useful and written in an excellent engaging "voice". I love the lists she provides us and how she
bares her soul and tells us her stylish dreams unapologetically. She writes about things I believe about but
don't know how to say. Fiona’s suggestions are practical and realistic! Two illustrations that she gives are
the mental habit of looking for something to be grateful for (reduce the complaining) and the
(unexpected) mental habit of how to use the unpleasant emotion of "envy" as a springboard into positive
self-reflection! Fun, Inspiration Love this publication. Her message is definitely that we don't need a huge
spending budget or support personnel to make the little daily improvements in both our day to day outer
environment and our internal mental spaces that faithfully lead to an increased overall enjoyment of our
lives...thus inspiring, plenty of great concepts. I especially like Fiona’s undertake weight loss, lots of fun
tips rather than the usual boring diet plan advice that most of us know. Great read! I was looking forward
to this new reserve and it's really great. - with an excellent friend. I really like her writing style, fun and
down to earth. Many thanks Fiona! Well done!. I find her words encouraging, insightful and fun. I simply
finished reading it and I cannot recommend it highly enough! Love her concept of a 5 STAR Life. I came
across her writing style to end up being friendly and conversational. As a 55 year old woman, I feel like
reading this publication has quite literally given me a fresh lease on lifestyle (I’m sure sounds over-the-top,
but I’m not really exaggerating.) I’m planning on rereading and on using this book to inform and
transform the next half of my life. Don’t hesitate to buy this book! LOVELY! What a lovely day which has
written a pleasant book! Inspiring, again! Fiona's writing continues to inspire. Publication.
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